[Transcription TIMP3, DAPk1 and AKR1B10 genes in squamous cell lung cancer].
Lung cancer is one of the most frequent neoplasia in the Russia, the United States and Europe. This cancer is associated with functional activity changes of many genes. In the present study TIMP3, DAPK1 and AKR1B10 genes transcription analysis of squamous cell lung cancer specimens was carried out using reverse transcription-PCR. Substantial increasing of AKR1B10 transcription level is revealed in 80% tumor samples. TIMP3 and DAPK1 transcription level is considerably decreased in 76 and 72% tumor specimens, accordingly. These results may point out that all three genes are important for squamous cell lung cancer tumorogenesis while AKR1B10 is potential oncogene whereas TIMP3 and DAPK1 are potential tumor suppressor genes. We suggest that revealed substantial transcription level-changes of investigated genes may be used for oncodiagnostics.